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ANN SACKS MIXARE COLLECTION – COMBINATIONS TO TRANSFORM ANY SPACE
PORTLAND, Ore. (January 10, 2017) – ANN SACKS’ latest porcelain finds include Mixare, a
unique tile collection that skillfully pairs geometric shapes with a complementing neutral
palette of cool and warm tones, and optional metal angle liners to define the tiles crisp lines
for a skillful visual presentation. Mixare features a 8.5”x9.8” hexagon and solid 3”x12”wall
field tile with a gentle undulating surface texture in a neutral palette of Ivory, Sand, Silver,
and Taupe, with the angle liners offered in Bronze, Copper, Gold or Silver.
Mixare’s porcelain composition makes it an excellent choice
whether selected for commercial or residential projects, with its easy
maintenance, durable performance and pure color that will not fade
or stain. Comprised of two designs in a range of colors, Mixare hails
from Italy and contains 21 percent recycled material. When
employing the metal liners instead of standard grout, it creates a cool,
modern vibe accentuating the tiles’ graphic lines.
The Mixare collection is part of the ANN SACKS competitive instock program and suitable for indoor wall and floor applications as
well as outdoor use subject to method of installation. The Mixed Decorative hexagon is
sold by the box in a random assortment for the Silver and Taupe Mix or Ivory and Sand Mix.
more …
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About ANN SACKS
Founded in 1981, ANN SACKS has built its reputation with inspiring designs in tile,
stone, plumbing, lighting and accessories. Based in Portland, Ore., the company is a division
of the Kohler Co. Interiors Group, a wholly owned subsidiary of Kohler Co. Ann Sacks Tile
and Stone, Inc., along with Kallista plumbing and Robern mirrored cabinetry and vanities
are part of the Kohler Interiors Decorative Products sector.
Founded in 1873 and headquartered in Kohler, Wis., Kohler Co. is one of America’s
oldest and largest privately held companies. Kohler is a global leader in the manufacture of
kitchen and bath products, engines and power generation systems, cabinetry, tile and home
interiors, and international host to award-winning hospitality and world-class golf
destinations.
For additional information regarding Mixare or other ANN SACKS products,
consumers can call toll-free 1-800-278-TILE or visit the ANN SACKS website at
www.annsacks.com.
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